The intertwining operator constructed in [Sz1, Sz2] 1 does not appear in the right form. There is established by using only the anticommutators J 1 and J ′ 1 . The correct operator involves all endomorphisms, J α , which are unified by the Z-Fourier transform. In this paper the isospectralities are established by this redefined operator which, besides saving all the previous examples, provides new isospectrality examples living on sphere×ball-and sphere×sphere-type manifolds. They include pairs of isospectral metrics such that one of them is homogeneous while the other is locally inhomogeneous. The author found such striking examples on sphere×torus-and sphere-type manifolds earlier. The new operator extends the isospectrality also to pairs defined by σ deformations and can be used for explicit spectrum computations as well. (a,b) 3 and SH (a,b) 3
Introduction.
In papers [Sz1, Sz2] , the intertwining operator is constructed by means of the correspondence κ : ϕ(|X|, Z)Θ p Q (X, Z 1 )Θ q Q (X, J 1 ) → ϕ(|X|, Z)Θ ′p Q (X, J 1 )Θ ′q Q (X, J 1 ), where Θ Q (X, J 1 ) = Q + iJ 1 (Q), X and the corresponding Θ ′ Q (X, J ′ 1 ) are defined only for the anticommutators J 1 and J ′ 1 . Although, the emphasis should have been placed on the complete operators M = l α=1 ∂ α D α • resp. M ′ , the construction focused only on the intertwining of operators D α • and D ′ α •. The above correspondence allows to define a map in two different ways. It turns out, however, that one is not a complex linear map between the corresponding spaces of complex valued functions defined by J 1 and J ′ 1 , therefore, it does not intertwines D 1 • and D ′ 1 . The other one, defined by the natural complex linear map intertwining these operators, does not intertwine operators D α • and D ′ α satisfying α > 1. In both cases, the complete rest parts of the Laplacians as well as the boundary conditions are intertwined. The author was confused by these two possibilities and thought that they define the very same operator intertwining D α • and D ′ α • for all α. The corrected operator, involving all J α and focusing on M and M ′ is defined by κ :
associating functions defined by the Z-Fourier transform to each other. Appropriate intertwining, κ − , can be established also by using e −i Z,V above, or, by κ R = κ + κ − , however, we proceed with the first case only. Though it looks like being just a simple modification, the Z-Fourier transform added to the original idea makes the mathematical situation much more complex, requiring a complete rethinking of the original construction. Then, a much stronger Isospectrality Theorem can be proved by this reborn operator. It does not just save all the previous results but provides also new interesting isospectrality examples. The main objective is to establish Theorem 1.1. The (same!) ball-resp. sphere-type manifolds on a family, H (a,b) l , of H-type groups determined by the same a + b and l are isospectral. This statement is established by two interrelating intertwining operators.
The first one is defined, on the first place, on certain subspaces and then, in order to have totally defined operator intertwining both the Laplacians and the boundary conditions, the construction is completed by splitting the L 2 -space into such subspaces. The advantage of this construction is that it can be used for explicit spectrum computations, moreover, it yields a third isospectrality proof explaining the striking examples.
The second (simpler) one is immediately defined on the whole L 2 function space. Its great advantage is that it straightforwardly establishes the isospectrality also for metrics defined by σ-equivalent endomorphism spaces. This is a much more general form of isospectrality than it was stated originally.
Since the Dirichlet condition is intertwined, by restrictions, the operators induce bijections between the function spaces defined on the boundaries. By observing that it is enough to use functions satisfying the Z-Neumann condition on the ambient manifolds, one has a very simple and elegant proof of intertwining on the boundary manifolds.
All these statements extend onto the solvable extensions of 2-step nilpotent Lie groups. Furthermore, new examples, not discussed in the original paper, are also constructed which live on sphere×ball-and sphere×sphere-type manifolds. Among them two are particularly interesting. In fact, the isospectrality family of sphere×sphere-type manifolds, constructed both on H the dimensions of groups of isometries acting on the members are different. They are new contributions to the old list of striking examples constructed on the sphere×torus-type manifolds resp. geodesic spheres of SH . This much more general statement replaces the Isospectrality Theorem of the articles. Only the construction of the intertwining operator (cf. pages 461-465 in [Sz1] and 371-375 in [Sz2] ) is effected by this problem. The major non-effected part includes all the Non-Isometry resp. Rigidity Theorems and the preparatory part of Sections 4 resp. 3. This problem and its solution was announced at the Geometric Analysis Conference held at CUNY in 2006 [Sz3] .
Technicalities.
The constructions are performed on 2-step nilpotent metric Lie groups. Such a group is defined on the product v ⊕ z of Euclidean spaces, where the components, v = R k and z = R l , are called X-and Z-space respectively. The Lie algebra is completely determined by the linear space, J z , of skew endomorphisms acting on the X-space defined by [X, Y ], Z = J Z (X), Y , where X, Y ∈ v and J Z is the endomorphism associated with Z ∈ z. The metric, g, is the left invariant extension of the natural Euclidean metric on the Lie algebra. The exponential map identifies the Lie algebra with the group. Thus also the group can be considered to be defined on the same vector space. By this identification, a point is represented by (X, Z) also on the group. Each group, (N, g), extends into a solvable group (SN, g s ), where a point is represented by (t, X, Z). The solvable extensions of H-type groups are SH (a,b) l . Particular 2-step nilpotent Lie groups are the Heisenberg-type groups, defined by endomorphism spaces satisfying the Clifford condition J 2 Z = −|Z| 2 id. These metric groups are attached to Clifford modules, thus the classification of these modules provides classification also for the H-type groups. In this case the X-space decomposes into the product v = (R r(l) ) a+b = R r(l)a × R r(l)b . Endomorphisms J Z are defined by endomorphisms j Z acting on the smaller space R r(l) . Namely, the J Z acts on R r(l)a resp. R r(l)b as j Z × · · · × j Z resp. −j Z × · · · × −j Z . The H-type groups are denoted by H (a,b) l , indicating the above decomposition.
The Laplacians on H-type groups are of the form
where D α • denotes directional derivatives along the fields J α (X) = J Zα (X) and {Z α } is an orthonormal basis on the Z-space. In the isospectrality constructions performed in this paper one should deal with this operator. Earlier, the constructions were performed on center periodic H-type groups, Γ\H, defined by factorizing the center of the group with a Z-lattice Γ = {Z γ }. In fact, in this case the L 2 function space is the direct sum of function spaces W γ spanned by functions of the form Ψ γ (X, Z) = ψ(X)e 2πi Zγ ,Z . Each W γ is invariant under the action of the Laplacian, i. e., ∆Ψ γ (X, Z) = 2 γ ψ(X)e 2πi Zγ ,Z , where operator 2 γ , acting on L 2 (v), is of the form
In comparing these two operators note that the first version involves all the endomorphisms J α while the second one involves on each invariant subspace W γ just the endomorphism J γ . There is pointed out in [Sz3, Sz4, Sz5] that operator (2) is nothing but the Zeeman-Hamilton operator of a free charged particle (the 2D version is called Landau Hamiltonian), which was used for explaining the Zeeman effect. Term involving D γ • is the so called angular momentum operator, which represents the preliminary version of the spin concept. The non-periodic metric group (N, g) relates to Dirac's relativistic multi-time model, which, in order to furnish relativistic features on the quantum level, endowed the particles by individual self-times. In this interpretation the multi-time is represented by the multidimensional center of the group. In this interpretation, Laplacian (1) on the total space corresponds to the Gordon-Klein operator. Operator involving the angular momentum operators is called compound angular momentum operator.
Isospectrality constructions.
The isospectrality constructions are performed, first, on H-type groups, H . The main objective is to describe them on non-periodic groups, however, in order to see both the similarities and differences, we briefly review them also in the center periodic cases. For fixed a + b and l, these groups are defined on the same (X, Z)-resp. (t, X, Z)-space. There is established in many different ways that the local geometries regarding the metrics g (a,b) l of a family are completely different (cf. the striking examples), yet they are isospectral on certain submanifolds.
Constructing the ball×torus-and sphere×torus-examples.
These examples are constructed for a family, Γ\H (a,b) l , of Z-periodic manifolds. The submanifolds considered are torus bundles over a ball (resp. sphere) around the origin of the X-space. To establish an intertwining operator, one should consider, for each invariant space W α constructed above, an orthogonal transformation on the X-space which conjugate J
. This transformation clearly intertwines 2 α with 2 ′ α such that it keeps also the boundary conditions. It induces an appropriate intertwining operator also on the boundary manifolds. The striking examples appear on the quaternionic families H (a,b) 3
. In this case the sphere×torus-type boundary manifolds in Γ\H (a+b,0) 3 are homogeneous while the others in the family are locally inhomogeneous. This operator is constructed in two steps: First, the L 2 -function space has been decomposed into invariant subspaces, then, for each invariant subspace an operator intertwining both the Laplacians and the boundary conditions has been found. This operator is derived from a point transformation which is different for distinct subspaces. Also note that for each invariant space only a single endomorphism, J γ , is involved, allowing very simple intertwining.
The ball-and sphere-type domains.
These examples were originally constructed in [Sz1, Sz2] . The ball-type domains, by definition, are diffeomorphic to Euclidean balls such that the spheretype boundary manifolds are level sets described by equations of the form ϕ(|X|, |Z|) = 0 resp. ϕ(|X|, |Z|, t) = 0. These domains are invariant under the action of the orthogonal group O(R k ) × O(R l ) ( called domains of (X, Z)revolution), which can be pictured such that there is a ball, centered at the origin in the X-space, over the points of which there are Z-balls of radius R Z (|X|) around the origin in the Z-space. Then the boundary is a level set defined by ϕ(|X|, |Z|) = |Z| − R Z (|X|) = 0.
Note that radius R Z (|X|) is constant along a sphere defined by a constant radius R X = |X| in the X-space and the ball bundle defined by the Z-balls over this X-sphere is trivial. These are the so called sphere×ball-type manifolds whose boundaries are sphere×sphere-type manifolds. The new examples, not discussed in the earlier papers, are constructed on these domains and surfaces.
This picturing can be started out by a Z-ball in the Z-space over the points of which there are X-balls of radius R X (|Z|) given. Then the boundary is defined by |X| − R X (|Z|) = 0. This paper proceeds with the first visualization.
In the solvable case one should consider (Z, t)-balls and (Z, t)-spheres around the origin (0 Z , 1). The base manifold is the same X-sphere as before. Note that a Z-ball B RZ (0 Z ) (resp. Z-sphere S RZ (0 Z )) uniquely extends into a geodesic ball (resp. sphere) of the (hyperbolic) (Z, t)-space. A sphere×balltype domain can be regarded as a level set in a ball-type domain such that the Z-balls (or (Z, t)-balls) of the ball type domain are considered over a sphere S RX in the X-space. Similarly, the sphere×sphere-type manifolds can be regarded as level sets in sphere-type manifolds.
The isospectrality will be investigated, first, for the discrete families, H . The Laplacian to be considered is described in (1). Comparing with the Zeeman operator (2), this operator involves all the endomorphisms, making the constructions rather difficult. The Laplacians of the members in a family differ from each other just by the last term, M, which is called compound angular momentum operator. The spectral investigation both of M and ∆ is completely missing in the literature. Note that this most intriguing operator, M, commutes with both operators in the rest part of (1).
Eigenfunctions motivating the intertwining operator.
The explicit eigenfunctions briefly described in this section will be not directly used in the isospectrality constructions. Yet, we consider them because they are very suggestive regarding the explicit form of the sought intertwining operator. Since M commutes with the rest part, O, of ∆, the eigenfunctions can be sought such that they are eigenfunctions both of M and O.
In the very first step we look for the eigenfunctions of a single angular momentum operator D V •, defined for a Z-vector V . For a fixed X-vector Q and the unit Z-vector V u = 1 |V | V , consider the X-function Θ Q (X, V u ) = Q + iJ Vu (Q), X and its conjugate Θ Q (X, V u ). For vector V = |V |V u , these functions are eigenfunctions of D V • with eigenvalue −|V |i resp. |V |i. The higher order eigenfunctions are of the form Θ p Q Θ q Q with eigenvalue (q − p)|V |i. In order to find the eigenfunctions of the compound operator M, consider a sphere S RZ of radius R Z around the origin in the Z-space. For an appropriate function φ(|X|, V ), depending on |X| and V ∈ S RZ , define
By M = iD V •, this function is an eigenfunction of M with the real eigenvalue (p − q)R Z . These functions are eigenfunctions also of ∆ Z with eigenvalue R 2 Z . Also note that these eigenvalues do not change by varying Q. The function space spanned by functions (1) generated by different φ's is not invariant with respect to the action of ∆ X , thus the eigenfunctions of the complete operator ∆ do not appear in this form. In order to find the common eigenfunctions, the homogeneous but non-harmonic polynomials Θ p Q Θ q Q of the X-variable should be exchanged in the above formula for the polynomials Π X (Θ p Q Θ q Q ), defined by projections, Π X , onto the space of (p + q)order homogeneous harmonic polynomials of the X-variable. These projections are explicitly described in the form Π X = ∆ 0
This formula easily implies that also
are eigenfunctions of M and ∆ Z with the same eigenvalues described for (1). The action of the complete Laplacian (cf. (1) in Section 2) is a combination of X-radial differentiation, ∂ |X| , and multiplications with functions depending just on |X|. I. e., the action is completely reduced to X-radial functions. Also this reduced form of the Laplacian is not changing by varying Q. The eigenfunctions of ∆ can be found by seeking the eigenfunctions of the reduced operator among the X-radial functions. The explicit computations are carried out in [Sz5] . Since these details are not used in this paper, we just indicate that the eigenfunctions appear in the form
is an eigenfunction of operator 2 γ satisfying |V γ | = |V | = R Z . The latter ones are explicitly described in [Sz5] .
Note that this construction is carried out by a fixed X-vector Q. An other type of construction is as follows. For any unit vector V u of the Z-space, consider a complex orthonormal basis {Q Vu1 , . . . , Q Vuk/2 } on the complex Xspace defined by the complex structure J Vu which defines the complex coordinate system {z Vu1 = Θ QV u1 , . . . , z Vuk/2 = Θ QV uk/2 } on the X-space. This basis field must be smooth on an everywhere dense open subset of the unit Z-sphere such that it is the complement of a set of 0 measure. For given values p 1 , q 1 , . . . , p k/2 , q k/2 , consider the polynomial
are eigenfunctions of the compound angular momentum operator M. In order to have an eigenfunction for the complete Laplacian, one can use the above described method of projecting the polynomial into the space of homogeneous harmonic polynomials of (p 1 + q 1 + · · · + p k/2 + q k/2 )-order. In [Sz5] the eigenfunctions of 2 γ are determined also by an other method, seeking them in the form h
is an (p 1 +q 1 +· · ·+p k/2 +q k/2 )-order polynomial. Then this function is an eigenfunction of 2 γ satisfying |Z γ | = R Z if and only if the latter function is an Itô polynomial regarding the complex structure J Vu . The final form of the eigenfunction is
Since Itô's polynomials are non-homogeneous, this is a different representation of the eigenfunctions. These explicit descriptions of the eigenfunctions will not be used in the rest part of the paper.
The above discussions clearly indicate that functions (1) resp. (3), defined for all S RZ , can be used to define operators intertwining the Laplacians for any two Heisenberg type groups H
We define intertwining operators with both type of functions. In the first case, the total intertwining operator is built up by the reduced operators κ Qpq acting on subspaces of functions defined by fixed Q, p and q. They can be loosely defined by the correspondence
, where the associated functions are built up by J α resp. J ′ α in the very same form. For fixed Q and n, m ∈ N, functions F QpqRZ (φ)(X, Z) defined for p+q ≤ n , q − p = m and all R Z span a function space which is closed with respect to the action of ∆. The κ Qpq maps this function space to the corresponding other one by intertwining ∆ and ∆ ′ term by term. The intertwining of M resp. ∆ Z with M ′ resp. ∆ Z is clear by the above considerations. Also the ∆ X is intertwined with itself. (Indeed, consider Q as the first element of an orthonormal complex basis
, defines the same operator as before. Actually, the function spaces of the first type are direct sums of spaces of the second type. The operators defined by the two alternatives agree.
These ideas work out also for the second type of eigenfunctions. The main difference between these two cases is that for a complete definition of the first one one should introduce also an appropriate splitting of the L 2 function space, while, in the second case, the intertwining is defined on the whole L 2 space immediately. The interrelations between them will be described later.
3.4. Intertwining operator #1.
Defining the reduced operators.
Above the intertwining operator is just loosely described. One should bear in mind too that it was considered just on a subspace defined by a fixed Q. The largest possible space can be considered is Φ Q,p+q=n = n q=0 Φ Q,p=n−q,q , what is called combined space in later discussions.
For defining these reduced intertwining operators in a precise form, notice that (1) in the previous section describes the Fourier transform of a Diractype distribution concentrated on the sphere S RZ . In polar coordinates the Z-Fourier transform can be interpreted as superposition of transforms described in (1). Thus the map defined by the Z-Fourier transform
In order to work on L 2 function spaces, it is enough to consider functions of the form φ(|X|, V ) = e −|X| 2 ϕ(|X|, V ), where the ϕ is of class L 2 with respect to the V-variable and is a polynomial with respect to the |X|-variable. These functions define a pre-Hilbert space whose closure is a Hilbert space. By extension, this intertwining is defined between L 2 spaces, denoted by Φ Qpq and Φ ′ Qpq respectively. They are the Z-Fourier transforms of the L 2 -Hilbert spaces spanned by functions of the form φΘ p Q Θ q Q and φΘ ′p Q Θ ′q Q , where φ(|X|, Z) is an arbitrary L 2 -function. The corresponding function spaces defined by functions involving the X-harmonic polynomials Π X (Θ p Q Θ q Q ) are denoted by Ξ Qpq . They are corresponded to Ξ ′ Qpq by the κ Qpq : HF Qpq (φ) → HF ′ Qpq (φ). Unlike Φ Qpq , which is not closed regarding the action of ∆ X , the Ξ Qpq is closed under the action of the complete operator ∆. The corresponding combined space, defined for a fixed n ∈ N, is denoted by Ξ Q,p+q=n = n q=0 Ξ Q,p=n−q,q . Natural operator, ω QQpq : Φ Qpq → ΦQ pq and ω QQpq : Ξ Qpq → ΞQ pq , intertwining the indicating function spaces defined by two distinct unit vectors Q andQ can also be introduced. Note that this function spaces are defined on the same H-type group. These operators will give a clear explanation for the existence of the striking examples, i. e., how is the spectrum able to "ignore" the isometries. By the argument ∆ X = ∂ zV u i ∂ z Vu i described above and
all these operators obviously intertwine the corresponding Laplacians. The second line follows from the first one by the commutativity of operator D V • with the projection Π X . Also note that these formulas prove the intertwining property also for κ Qpq , since the same formulas are valid also for an other group H
Proclaim 3.1. Operators κ Qn=p+q and ω QQn=p+q defined for combined spaces intertwine the Laplacians, moreover, they can be induced from point transformations of the form (K Q , id Z ) resp. (O QQ , id Z ), where id Z is the identity map on the Z-space and the first ones are orthogonal transformations on the X-space, transforming subspace S Q , spanned by Q and all J Z0 (Q), to S ′ Q resp. SQ. This part of the map is uniquely determined, whereas, between the complement spaces it can be arbitrary orthogonal transformation. By this induced map interpretation, the Dirichlet condition satisfied by functions being in the considered combined spaces are also intertwined by these operators.
Some explicit formulas and the technical Dirichlet condition.
Next some explicit formulas regarding the reduced operators are established. For a unit Z-vector, Z 0 , denotation X Z0 means that this X-vector is in the subspace spanned by Q and J Z0 (Q). On the plane P (Q, Z 0 ) spanned by these two vectors we introduce the polar coordinates (|X Z0 |, α) such that α(Q) = 0, α(J Z0 (Q)) = π/2 hold. By considering α ≤ π for all Z 0 , one has a spherical coordinate system on the space, S Q , spanned by Q and all J Z0 (Q). Function Θ Q can be described by this coordinate system as follows. If the orthogonal projection, X Q , of X onto S Q is in P (Q, Z 0 ), then
Conjugation provides the corresponding formula for Θ Q . After performing powering in Θ p Q Θ q Q , we have:
Function φ s (X, V ) = φ(|X|, V )|V | −s , whose Z-Fourier transform,φ s , appears as the last integral term of (3), is derived from φ such that it depends just on |X| and the Z-variable. Terms behind sin s (α) are denoted byÃ spq .
Such formulas can be established also for HF Qpq (φ). Functions Θ q Q resp. Θ p Q are homogeneous harmonic polynomials of the X-variable, thus in case of p = 0 or q = 0, the function in (2) is nothing but HF Qpq (φ). If pq = 0, there are new terms such as
. For each r, an additional sum shows up, both in (3) and (4). Comparing the first and the r th sums, the p + q is exchanged for p + q − 2r, which is the greatest possible value for s r in the sum. Such a new sum can be combined with the first one, where r = 0, by multiplying the r th sum by 1 = (cos 2 (α) + sin 2 (α)) r in order to get trigonometric polynomials occurring in the first sum. By collecting the terms belonging to the same trigonometric polynomial, the first term behind the integral sign of (3) is exchanged for a polynomial of the form P spq (|X|,
Z0φ s−r behind the term sin s (α) of (4). Note that constants A (s−r) spq are built up by but not equal to the constants A spq .
Finally, we describe the technical Dirichlet conditions, established both on non-combined and combined spaces. By restricting a general ball-type domain onto spheres S RX , it is enough to consider this problem on sphere×balltype domains. In this case the |X|-variable is constant, thus functionsφ s−r depend just on the Z-variable. Since the Z-balls, B RZ (X), where X ∈ S RX , are naturally identified on this trivial ball-bundle, they determine the same functions in the Z-space. If X Q ∈ P (Q, Z 0 ), functions ∂ s−r Z0φ s−r depend also on Z 0 , however, they are still independent from α. Also note that functions cos p+q−s (α) sin s (α), where 0 ≤ s ≤ p + q, are linearly independent, therefore Proclaim 3.2. A function F Qpq (φ) satisfies the Dirichlet condition at the boundary points (X, Z) if and only if functionsÃ spq vanish on the sphere S RZ , for all Z 0 and 0 ≤ s ≤ p+q. Regarding HF Qpq (φ) this condition isP spq (Z) = 0, for all 0 ≤ s ≤ p + q and Z 0 at any boundary point Z ∈ S RZ . (Since functions f ∈ Φ Qpq and Π X (f ) satisfy the Dirichlet condition simultaneously, this is just a seemingly different condition. This statement will not be used later on.)
Functions satisfying the Dirichlet condition may appear on the combined spaces Φ Q,n=p+q resp. Ξ Q,n=p+q such that the components do not satisfy the condition. The boundary conditions appear in this case in a more complex way. For each p, q satisfying p + q = n functionsÃ spq resp.P spq are independently defined then by the independent functions φ pq and n q=0 F Q,p=n−q,q (φ p=n−q,q ) resp. n q=0 HF Q,p=n−q,q (φ p=n−q,q ) satisfies the Dirichlet boundary conditions if and only if n q=0Ã s,p=n−q,q = 0 resp. n q=0Ã s,p=n−q,q = 0 is satisfied on S RZ , for all Z 0 and s = 1, . . . , p + q.
Since they impose conditions just on the generating functions φ pq , the technical Dirichlet conditions are intertwined by the above operators.
Introducing the total intertwining operators.
So far intertwining operators reduced to certain invariant subspaces have been constructed. Totally defined operators can be introduced by splitting the total L 2 space into such invariant subspaces. First we observe Proclaim 3.3. The function spaces Φ Qpq resp. Ξ Qpq , considered for all Q, p and q, span the whole L 2 function space.
In fact, for fixed Q and varying p, q but with the same n = p + q, the independent equations (2)-(4) above determine Q, X nφ as a linear combination of functions F Qpq (φ). By applying Π X on both sides of the corresponding equation, one gets Π X ( Q, X n )φ = p+q=n C pq HF Qpq (φ). In either cases, the functions, considered on the left side for all Q, n = p + q, φ, span the whole L 2 function space. This proves the statement completely.
In what follows the total space Φ n=p+q = Q Φ Qn=p+q , defined for fixed n = p + q, is more precisely described. It is the sum of subspaces Φ pq = Q Φ Qpq defined by fixed p and q satisfying p + q = n. For these fixed p and q consider the function space, τ Φpq , spanned by the functions Θ p Q Θ q Q (X, V u ), considered for all Q. Then we have
where k is the dimension of the X-space (the first factor is the number of possibilities for that the p is the sum of k/2 number of non-negative integers). The least dimension occurs for p = [ n 2 ], or, q = [ n 2 ]. Then it increasingly goes up to the highest one, d n = n+(k/2)−1 (k/2)−1 , occurring both for p = n and q = n. Furthermore, one can find vectors, Q = (Q 1 , . . . , Q dn ) ∈ v dn , such that the functions Θ p Qi Θ q Qi (X, V u ), considered for all p, q satisfying n = p + q are independent spanning the grand total space τ Φn = n q=0 τ Φp=n−q,q . Thus, for any fixed p and q, the Φ pq is the direct sum of subspaces {Φ Q1pq , . . . , Φ Qd pq pq }. There is an everywhere dense open subset, Q dn ⊂ v dn , whose elements Q ∈ Q dn determine such direct splitting both for the Φ-and Φ ′ -type function spaces. By considering all p and q satisfying p+q = n, one has an appropriate splitting both for Φ n=p+q and Φ ′ n=p+q . By the above considerations of dimensions, one can choose a basis for τ n as follows. If i ≤ d [ n 2 ],q , then the above functions are chosen for all possible p and q. If d [ n 2 ],q < i ≤ d [ n 2 ]+1,q , then only the functions with indexes satisfying [ n 2 ] < p or [ n 2 ] < q can be chosen. Continue this process in order to have a basis in τ n . The function spaces Φ Qipq , considered for all i and p, q allowed by the above process, form a basis, meaning, that they are independent and span the above total function space Φ n=p+q . If i is small enough, all p's and q's are allowed to use and the combined space regarding Q i is the complete space Φ Qin=p+q . For a greater index, i, the combined space is spanned by function spaces for which ν r = [ n 2 ] + r − 1 < p or ν r = [ n 2 ] + r − 1 < q is valid, where r > 0. The combined space in this case is denoted by Φ Qinνr , indicating the above restrictions. The combined boundary conditions on these combined spaces are defined by summing up just by the allowed p's and q's. In order to cover also the small index cases, i ≤ d [ n 2 ],q , the ν 0 is defined by −1 and the corresponding complete combined function spaces are denoted by Φ Qinν0 .
By the projections Π X , one can define splittings also of the total spaces Ξ n=p+q . Since the projection acting on Φ n=p+q has the kernel spanned by functions of the form |X| 2 F , where F ∈ τ Φ(p−1)(q−1) , we have Proclaim 3.4. There exist d Φn=p+q = n+(k/2)−1 (k/2)−1 resp.
(2) d Ξn=p+q = d Φn=p+q − d Φn−2=(p−1)+(q−1) = n + (k/2) − 2 (k/2) − 2 number of vectors, Q i , such that the total spaces Φ n=p+q resp. Ξ n=p+q split up as direct sums of combined spaces Φ Qinν0 resp. Ξ Qinν0 described above. One can choose systems defining splitting also on H ′ , thus, establishing total intertwining operators between the corresponding L 2 function spaces.
Intertwining operator #2.
The discussion is much simpler for this intertwining operator. Now we have Proclaim 3.5. Due to the formulas
where p = p i and q = q i , operator
Vu dV defines an intertwining of the Laplacians and the Dirichlet conditions between Φ Qipiqi and Φ ′ Qipiqi resp. Φ Qini=pi+qi and Φ ′ Qini=pi+qi . As opposed to the previous one, this operator can not be induced by point transformations. Yet, they are interrelations between them, since also the #2 operator transforms a combined space Φ Qn=p+q defined by a single Q to a space Φ ′ Q ′ n=p+q defined by a single Q ′ on the other group. Notice, however, that Q = Q ′ in general. Thus, by using the splitting technique, operator #2 can be established by operators of the first type. Particularly we get that it is also a bijection between the corresponding L 2 function spaces.
The above interrelation statement is established in a more general form. Consider a smooth field, α ij (V u ), of orthogonal complex (k/2)× (k/2)-matrices depending on V u . In the complex vector space defined by J Vu this field defines the complex orthogonal transformation α Vu . Note that α Vu and α ′ Vu , where the latter one is defined by J ′ Vu , are not the same linear transformations on the Xspace. Thus also the complex orthonormal bases {α Vu (Q Vu1 ), . . . , α Vu (Q Vuk/2 )} and {α ′ Vu (Q Vu1 ), . . . , α ′ Vu (Q Vuk/2 )} are not the same ones. Consider the complex coordinate systems determined by these two bases. Then, the original intertwining operator corresponds the functions defined by the same formulas on these coordinate systems to each other.
Next we construct such orthonormal basis Q Vu = {Q Vu1 , . . . ,Q Vuk/2 } such that the first element is the same for all V u . Choose an arbitrary unit vector Q 1 and a field, α ij (V u ), of orthogonal matrices transforming Q Vu1 toQ 1 . Then α Vu (Q Vu ) is the sought basis. Also α ′ Vu (Q Vu ) has the property that the first element,Q ′ 1 , is common with respect to all V u . (If the groups considered are H 1 . The statement easily follows for the component vectors.) Thus ΦQ 1pq is intertwined with ΦQ′ 1 pq , proving the above second statement.
Note that the orthonormal basis field introduced above depends on V u and only the first basis element can be chosen such that it is the same vector for all V u . One can construct a fixed complex bases,Q = {Q 1 , . . . ,Q k/2 } resp. Q ′ = {Q ′ 1 , . . . ,Q ′ k/2 }, with respect to which the operator can be described by the same formulas as before. In this case one should give up the orthogonality property, however, and the coordinate system {z i } defined is called fixed complex skew system (this statement is not used later on).
We show yet that the intertwining operator keeps the Dirichlet condition on the combined space determined for fixed values of n i = p i + q i . The computations are carried out by a modification of formulas (1)-(4) in 3.4.2. For a fixed Z 0 and orthonormal complex basis Q Z0 defined by the family Q Vu , the complex polar coordinates of a vector X are denoted by (|X i |, α i ), where X i is the component of X with respect to the decomposition by the complex planes, S QZ 0 i , spanned by Q Z0i and J Z0 (Q Z0i ), furthermore, the 0 ≤ α i < 2π is the angle on this plane to Q Z0i satisfying α i (J Z0 (Q Z0i ) = π/2. Then we have
Since the trigonometric functions defined by distinct series {s j1 , . . . , s jk/2 } are linearly independent and functions B sj1...sjk/2 do not depend on variables α i , function F Qipiqi (φ) satisfies the Dirichlet condition if and only if functions B sj1...sjk/2 vanish at the boundary points for all Z 0 . (This statement can be established step by step such that the trigonometric polynomials are considered, first, for i = 1 and only α 1 is varied for the X by keeping the components X 2 , . . . , X k/2 constant. As a result, one has n 1 number of conditions, each of which determines n 2 conditions by considering the trigonometric polynomials defined for i = 2 in the same way. The process is finished in k/2 steps.) Since these conditions are satisfied on the groups H resp H ′ simultaneously, the Dirichlet condition on the function spaces Φ Qipiqi and Φ ′ Q ′ i piqi are intertwined. For combined spaces the combined function B is the sum of the functions determined for the components in the combination. The Dirichlet condition occurs simultaneously also in these cases, establishing the above statement for combined spaces completely.
Intertwining the complete Dirichlet condition.
So far, the intertwining of the Dirichlet condition has been established regarding the combined spaces. One should prove yet: Proof in the #2 case. This simpler case is based on the following observation. Consider a Riemann sum, RS(f ), of the integral defining a function f ∈ Φ Qini=pi+qi by the Z-Fourier transform. It appears in the form
is an n th j -order polynomial. By choosing a basis in the corresponding (n 1 + · · · + n k/2 ) th -order polynomial space, this expression is uniquely determined. By taking the limit, one has the same representation for f . Since the combined spaces are distinguished by the exponents (n 1 , . . . , n k/2 ), functions belonging to different combined spaces are linearly independent. This representation is inherited also for functions defined on the boundary. Then a function satisfies the Dirichlet condition if and only if all functions g i (Z) vanish on the Z-spheres at the boundary. Because of the independence of the combined spaces, a function satisfying the condition must satisfy it by components, proving the statement completely. We also have Proclaim 3.7. Each smooth function defined on the boundary extends onto the ambient manifold such that it satisfies the Z-Neumann condition µ Z • f = ∂ |Z| f = 0 on the boundary. Also this Z-Neumann condition is totally intertwined by operator #2.
This key observation will be used in establishing the isospectrality on the boundary manifolds. The considerations are concluded by Proof in the #1 case. Now we prove that a function f (X, Z) ∈ Ξ n=p+q satisfies a given boundary (Dirichlet or Z-Neumann) condition if and only if its component functions f i (X, Z) ∈ Ξ Qinνr satisfy the combined boundary conditions. Indeed, if a is the highest index such that f a is a nonvanishing function, then f a = − a−1 i=1 f i resp. µ Z • f a = − a−1 i=1 µ Z • f i hold on the boundary. Next, these equations are scrutinized in terms of the coordinates α i defined on S Qi . A fixed α a defines a cone, C αa , on S(Q a ). If also |X Qa | is fixed, they define an (l − 1)-dimensional sphere, where l is the dimension of the Z-space. For a line Y ⊥ 0 intersecting S Qa at the origin perpendicularly, let Y ⊥ c Y ⊥ 0 be the parallel line through a point c ∈ C αa . All these lines cut the sphere S RX in a spherical cone C Y ⊥ αa . By formulas (2)-(4) of 3.4.2, functions f a resp. µ Z • f a restricted to the boundary spheres S RZ (y) over the points y ∈ C Y ⊥ αa depend just on |X Qa | and the Z-variable (note the relation |X ⊥ Q | 2 = R 2 X −|X Q | 2 which will verify this statement for the later discussed complete Neumann condition). Whereas, the perpendicular projections of C Y ⊥ αa onto S Qi is a set on which the coordinate α i is a nonconstant function. This implies that f i resp. µ Z •f i depend on α i . Because of the independence of the combined spaces they can be independent of that variable on the considered part of the boundary if and only if they vanish there. This argument works out for all α a and Y ⊥ 0 , establishing the statement on the whole boundary. One can alternatively argue also such that, by successive application of the above argument, each function f i resp. µ Z • f i considered on the boundary depend only on the Z-variable, thus, they must vanish there anyway.
3.7. Establishing the intertwining on the boundary manifolds.
Since the intertwining operator preserves the Dirichlet condition, by restrictions, it induces a well defined bijection between the L 2 spaces defined on the boundaries. Since each smooth function on the boundary extends to a one satisfying the Z-Neumann condition, furthermore, this condition is also preserved by the operator, it is enough to represent the functions on the boundary by restrictions of those satisfying the Z-Neumann condition. By formulas (3.2) and (3.7) of [Sz2] , the normal vector at a boundary point (X, Z) and the Laplacian on the boundary manifolds are of the form
where S X (Z) is the X-sphere over Z and S Z (X) is the Z-sphere over X, furthermore, {∂ 1 , . . . , ∂ l−1 } is an orthonormal basis in the tangent space of the Z-sphere S Z (X) at Z. (On sphere×ball-type manifolds the first term of (1) should be omitted.) If ∂ l = ∂ |Z| is the Z-partial derivative with respect to the normal direction Z u , then the angular momentum operator M (resp.M) on the ambient (resp. boundary) manifold differ from each other just by ∂ |Z| D Zu •. This operator vanishes on functions satisfying the Z-Neumann condition, thus the action of M andM on these functions is the same. This argument proofs that not just M and M ′ but alsoM andM ′ are intertwined by the operator. This is the most crucial part in the proof of the pursued theorem. The intertwining regarding ∆ SX (Z) has been established already on the ambient manifold, thus one should consider only ∆ SZ (X) . Since the intertwining regarding ∆ Z is established on the ambient manifold, only the intertwining of the radial Laplacian ∆ |Z| should be established yet. Since this operator acts on functions satisfying the Z-Neumann condition, the question is if ∂ 2 |Z| 2 is invariant under the action of the operator. This statement immediately follows from the following computations where the integral defining the Z-Fourier transform is considered on the polar coordinate system. The computations start out with ∂ 2 |Z| 2 e i Z,V = − Z u , V u 2 |V | 2 e i Z,V = |Z| −2 |V | 2 ∂ 2 |V | 2 e i Z,V and are completed by integration by parts. Then, in terms of φ ′ = ∂ |Z| φ, we have
completing the proof of isospectrality on the boundary manifolds.
The Neumann condition is also intertwined.
This condition is scrutinized, first, for the first type of intertwining. The derivative with respect to the normal direction, which is described by formula (1) of Section3.7, is built up by X-resp. Z-radial derivatives and J Z (X)•. If the foot of perpendicular through X to S Q is X Q , and thus
where Z ⊥ is the perpendicular component of Z to Z 0 , therefore, the J Z ⊥ and J Z0 are anti-commuting and J Z ⊥ J Z0 is a skew endomorphism. Thus we have
The computations with J Z (X ⊥ Q )• are based on
Since J Z (X ⊥ Q )• acts non-trivially on the considered functions only by its contribution J Z0 (Q), J Z (X ⊥ Q ) (cos β∂ α + sin α∂ r ) to the ∂ α -and the radial ∂ rdirection, thus we have
The technical Neumann condition can be stated in the following form. A φ-generated function satisfies the Neumann condition if and only if
holds at the boundary points, for all Z 0 and 0 ≤ s ≤ p + q, where coefficients A, B and C are defined by the normal vector µ. The technical Neumann conditions on the combined space Ξ Q,n=p+q are n q=0R s,p=n−q,q = 0 , s = 1, . . . , p + q, for all Z 0 and boundary point in S RZ . By considering X-vectors for which both |X Q | and X ⊥ Q are constant we get that the Neumann condition is satisfied if and only if ∂ |X|Pspq = 0, ∂ |Z| )P spq = 0,D spq = 0, resp. , ∂ |X|Pspq = 0, ∂ |Z| )P spq = 0, D spq = 0 hold at the boundary sphere S RZ , for all Z 0 . The same argument works out for the Φ-spaces.
The proof of intertwining on the total space can be completed by the proof given for Proclaim 3.6 in the #1 case. The only modification should be implemented is that the Z-normal vector µ Z has to be replaced by µ. The proof for the second type of intertwining can be completed by the interrelation between the two type of intertwining operators or by a direct proof which appropriately modifies the proof given for the Dirichlet condition in the #2 case (hint: let µ• be acting by the Leibniz rule on the component functions determined by the indexes i).
Intertwining established on the solvable extensions.
The isospectrality theorem naturally extends to the solvable extensions. The Laplacians on the ambient-and boundary-manifolds, furthermore, the normal vectors to the boundaries are described in formulas (1.12), (3.30), and (3.29) of [Sz2] . The generator functions are of the form φ(|X|, t, V ) in this case, i. e., the intertwining is led back to the nilpotent group.
Explaining the striking examples.
By using the intertwining operators ω QQpq , one can establish the isospectrality in a new way which explains also the mystery of the striking examples. By these operators and the decomposition defined for the first type of operator, the elements, {λ n=p+q,i }, of the spectrum appear on each combined space Ξ Q,n=p+q with multiplicity, say m n=p+q,i . Then the multiplicity regarding the whole L 2space can be determined by the dimensions d Ξpq described in formula (2) of Section3.4. On the other hand, for Q ∈ R r(l)a , the isospectrality obviously follows from Ξ Qpq = Ξ ′ Qpq , proving the isospectrality completely. The latter proof clearly demonstrates that how can the spectrum be "ignorant" of the isometries. In fact, there is a subgroup, Sp(a)×Sp(b), of isometries on a Heisenberg-type group H which acts as the identity on the Z-space. Note that these isometries act transitively on the X-spheres of H (a+b,0) 3 , implying the intertwining property for ω QQ,n=p+q . Though the isometries are not transitive on the X-spheres of the other members of the isospectrality family, yet, the ω QQ,n=p+q is still an intertwining operator on its own right, without the help of the isometries.
The complete group of isometries is (Sp(a)× Sp(b))·SO(3), where the action of SO(3), described in terms of unit quaternions q by α q (X 1 , . . . , X a+b , Z) = (qX 1 q, . . . , qX a+b q, qZq), is transitive on the Z-sphere. Note that these isospec-tral manifolds have non-isomorphic isometry groups of different dimensions, furthermore, they are homogeneous on H (a+b,0) 3 , while locally inhomogeneous on the other members of the family.
The group of isometries acting on the sphere×sphere-type manifolds of SH 3.11. Isospectralities established for σ-equivalent metrics.
A σ-deformation of an endomorphism space J z is defined by an involutive orthogonal transformation, σ, of the X-space which commutes with all endomorphisms of J z . The σ-deformed endomorphism space consists of endomorphisms σJ Z . Note that the family of Cliffordian endomorphism spaces J (a,b) l , defined by the same a + b and l, consists of σ-equivalent endomorphism spaces. In papers [Sz1, Sz2] the isospectrality is stated on the ball-and sphere-type domains of such 2-step nilpotent Lie groups and their solvable extensions whose endomorphism spaces contain at least one anticommutator. Thus the extension of the isospectrality theorems to σ-equivalent 2-step nilpotent Lie groups and their solvable extensions provide much more examples than those produced by the anticommutator technique.
The Laplacian in the general case differs from the Laplacian of H-type groups just regarding the term (1/4)|X| 2 ∆ Z , what should be exchanged for (1/4) J α (X), J β (X) ∂ 2 αβ . The intertwining operator is a sort of modification of the #2-type operator. Let (Q 1 (V u ), . . . , Q k/2 (V u )) be an appropriate orthonormal basis field such that each Q Vui is an eigenvector of J 2 Vu with eigenvalue −λ 2 (V u ). LetJ Vu be the normalized endomorphism having the same kernel as J V and being defined by (1/λ(V u ))J Vu on the maximal eigensubspaces belonging to λ > 0. In the 0-space defined by eigenvalue 0 defineJ Vu by an arbitrary complex structure. Then, by definition, Θ Q(Vu) (X, V u ) = Q + iJ Vu (Q), X . The complex coordinate system defined by this basis is denoted by {z Vu1 , . . . , z Vuk/2 }. Then the intertwining is defined as an operator of second type by these complex coordinates such that function φ should be of the form φ(|X V 1 |, . . . , |X V r |, V ), where X = X V i is the decomposition regarding the eigenspaces of J 2 V . By J ′2 V = σJ V σJ V = σ 2 J 2 V = J 2 V and formulas (1)-(2) of Section 3.5, this is indeed an operator intertwining the Laplacians ∆ and ∆ ′ term by term.
Due to the fact that [Q,J Z0 (Q)] = Z 0 for a general 2-step nilpotent Lie group, formula (1) in Section 3.4.2 appears such that Z 0 should be exchanged for [Q,J Z0 (Q)] = Z * . Since theJ Z0 is not in the endomorphism space in gen-eral, the Z * is to be determined regarding the larger endomorphism space Jz = J z ⊕J Z0 . It is the dual of functional ϕ(Z) = J Z0 (Q), J Z (Q) . Then the computations are continued on the original Z-space. Since, in case of σ-deformations, ϕ(Z) = ϕ ′ (Z) , Z * = Z ′ * , the proof regarding the Dirichlet condition can be completed by the argument seen for H-type groups. Regarding the Neumann condition, term Z 0 , Z should be exchanged for Z 0 , Z − J Z ⊥J Z0 (Q), Q in formulas (2)-(7) of Section 3.8 and the intertwining of this condition can be concluded by the identity J Z * J Z0 (Q), Q * = J ′ Z * J ′ Z0 (Q), Q * valid for σdeformations for all vectors Q, Q * , Z * , Z 0 being in the X-resp.Z-spaces. The theorem extends to the boundary manifolds and the solvable extensions.
The key point in this proof is that H(X, X * , Z, Z * ) := J Z (X), J Z * (X * ) is not changing during σ-deformations. The Ricci tensor can be described in terms of this form by R(X, X * ) = −(1/2) H(X, X * , Z α , Z α ) , R(Z, Z * ) = (1/4) H(E i , E i , Z, Z * ) , R(X, Z) = 0 (cf. formula (1.9) of [Sz1] ), thus also this tensor is not changing during σ-deformations. The Gordon-Wilson isospectrality examples were constructed on ball×torus-type manifolds by spectrally equivalent endomorphism spaces, meaning the existence of orthogonal transformations associating isospectral endomorphisms to each other. Actually, they constructed continuous families of metrics isospectral on functions. These metrics are not isospectral on 1-forms, however, which statement is proved by exploiting that the Ricci tensor is changing during those deformations. The question arises if the domains investigated in this paper are isospectral on the Gordon-Wilson 2-step nilpotent Lie groups. If one defines a family, κ t , of operators by the Z-Fourier transform using an appropriate family, {Q tVui } of orthonormal basis field, then the κ t intertwines the Laplacians because of spectral equivalence of the endomorphism spaces. Due to the changing of the form H defined above, it does not intertwine neither the Dirichlet nor the Neumann conditions. Therefore, it does not define a map of functions defined on the boundary either. All these phenomenas strongly suggest that the considered domains are not 0-isospectral on the Gordon-Wilson examples.
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